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Installation

Company news

The MaxxAir MaxxFan Deluxe system is a roof ventilation system with some unique characteristics. 
Although it fits into a standard 40 x 40 cm hole, it can be used in any condition, be it rain, 
wind or even while travelling. It also features a temperature sensor for full automation

A luxury 
roof window fan
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In the ventilation system of RVs, roof 
window fans represent a key element, 
as they guarantee natural light and 

air exchange even with the side windows 
closed. But when it comes to traditional 
roof window fans, a structural limit has to 
be taken into consideration: they cannot 
be used in case of rain or bad weather, nor 
while travelling. Airxcel, a US corporation 
operating in the RV sector with several 
brands, offers a line of products suitable 
for both first-time installation and the af-
termarket.
The brand specialised in ventilation is 
MaxxAir. Since 1988, Airxcel has been 
manufacturing high-performance roof 

Airxcel

window fans and ventilation systems for 
recreational vehicles of all types. Thanks to 
the experience gained in the United States, 
the company has decided to get into the 
European market and has recently opened 
a branch of Airxcel Europe in Bassano del 
Grappa (Italy). They selected a series of 
products to be included in the offer for the 
European market and worked closely with 
some RV manufacturers to optimise their 
technical features. The current product 
range includes the MaxxFan Deluxe roof 
window with fan.
What makes this product particularly inter-
esting is its unique design: it includes an 
electrically controlled external shield cover-

ing the air slots installed in a protected po-
sition. This guarantees air exchange even in 
case of rain and with the vehicle running. 
The ventilation system of the MaxxFan De-
luxe model allows both to push external 
air inside the vehicle and to extract it, thus 
increasing its versatility. If all this were not 
enough, the integrated temperature sensor 
automates the system according to the de-
tected temperature, while the optional re-
mote control allows to control the system 
comfortably while sitting in the dinette or 
lying in bed.

Windshield available in three colours
To satisfy every need, the MaxxFan De-

To prepare the roof, we had to remove the 
pre-existing large roof window.

We reopened the wholes on the roof, and used 
one for the MaxxFan Deluxe system.

We fixed the frame to the roof in the same way 
as a traditional roof window fan.
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luxe model is available with a black, white 
or smoky grey windshield. The standard 
equipment includes a fixed insect screen, 
so the internal frame with blind, with or 
without LED lighting system, is available 
on request. The standard fan, with trans-
parent blades, is adjustable on 10 different 
speeds, all characterised by silent operation 
(even at maximum speed!). It is therefore a 
comprehensive, high-level and very versa-
tile system.
The installation is very simple. As for the 
dimensions, the MaxxAir product requires 
a 40 x 40 cm hole in the roof, just like most 
standard roof window vans. From the af-
termarket point of view this is crucial, be-
cause it allows to replace the existing prod-
uct with the MaxxFan Deluxe model very 
easily. The only other requirement for its 
installation is a rear clearance slightly over 
20 cm to make room for the windshield 
when it is closed.

Suitable for any thickness
If you work on vehicles with no previous 
ventilation system, you must provide a 12 
Volt power supply with a minimum of 5 
amperes. The thickness of the roof is not 
a problem, as the product fits in roof sizes 
ranging from 2.5 to 9 cm. The fastening 
is exactly the same as traditional roof win-
dow fans, while the internal frame and the 
blind are interlocked. The MaxxFan Deluxe 

model can move up to 26 m3 of air per 
minute and weighs around 6 kg. When 
closed, it measures 585 x 417 x 127 mm, 
while when it is open it reaches 236.2 mm 
of height.

Founded in 1991 with the acquisition 
of two business units of the Coleman 
Company, Airxcel has grown to become 
a leading designer and manufacturer of 
climate control solutions and complemen-
tary products for a variety of end markets 
throughout the world.
Airxcel has a long track record of success 
and decades of supplier-of-choice recog-
nition. The company is built on developing 
industry-leading brands in recreation vehi-
cle heating, cooling, ventilation, cooking 
and decorative products as well as brands 
in industrial cooling and environmental 
control. The company designs, produces 
and distributes market leading products 
including: air conditioners, furnaces, wa-
ter heaters, cooking appliances, rooftop 
products, sealants, window coverings, 
ventilation systems, Fiberglass Reinforced 
Plastic (FRP), and composite panels for 
RVs; and climate control equipment for 
telecommunication shelters, schools and 
the commercial/industrial industry serving 
worldwide specialty markets.
MaxxAir, an Airxcel Brand, was founded 
in 1988 and is the industry leader in recre-
ational vehicles ventilation. MaxxAir’s rep-
utation is built on innovative, high perfor-
mance and superior quality. The covers are 
constructed of high-density polyethylene 
with maximum UV inhibitors for years of 
worry-free protection. The company focus 
is providing ventilation products that im-
prove the RV lifestyle.

About Airxcel 
and Maxxair

To test its effectiveness, we installed a Maxx-
Fan Deluxe system on a motorhome. The 
installation was more complex than usual 
only because the MaxxAir product had to 
replace a larger roof window fan, which re-
quired the reconstruction of part of the roof: 
the original hole was 50 x 80 cm and had 
to be reduced to 40 x 40 cm. This required 
a few more hours of work, but we did not 
face any major hurdle: once the whole was 
of the right size, it took less than an hour to 
complete the installation.
In everyday use, the MaxxFan Deluxe mod-
el proved to be practical, versatile and qui-
et, even with the fan running at the highest 
speed. Its ability to extract air from the cell 
or to introduce it, with an exchange that 
can reach up to 26 m3 per minute, allows to 
keep the internal temperature under control, 
bringing it very close to the external one. If 
the vehicle is parked in the sun, for example, 
overheating is prevented and an acceptable 
difference between external and internal 
temperature is maintained. The most prac-
tical way to achieve this is by means of the 
infra-red remote control, especially because 
the ceiling tends to be too high and makes 
it difficult to reach out for the keypad con-
trols. However, the keypad controls contain 
everything you need: you can use the keys to 
change the temperature level triggering the 
automation, which is set to 25 °C by default. 

Our test

When the internal temperature reaches that 
level, the MaxxFan Deluxe system opens au-
tomatically and the fan starts to extract the 
hot air. If the temperature drops below the 
set level, the fan switches off and the roof 
window closes. However, the fan speed, the 
window opening and closing (even in the ab-
sence of current, thanks to the internal knob) 
and the air intake or output can also be con-
trolled manually. With the window closed, 
the product can also be used as a simple fan. 
When the system works at maximum pow-
er, the energy required is equal to 5 A / 60 
W, but the real consumption is clearly lower, 
since the speed is adjusted according to the 
target temperature and the difference be-
tween the internal and external temperature.


